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During October, US companies moved aggressively to either form new joint ventures with Mexican
counterparts, or to consolidate existing partnerships, in retailing, steel and other sectors. In retailing,
the US-Mexican partnership of Wal-Mart and Grupo Cifra announced plans early in the month to
invest about US$1 billion to open 19 new operations in Mexico, including restaurants, distribution
centers, and retail outlets. The expansion is expected to increase total sales by the Wal- Mart/Cifra
partnership by 50%.
Following that first announcement, in mid-October Wal- Mart Stores Inc. also reached a separate
agreement with Dillard Department Stores Inc. to construct 50 Dillard stores in Mexico, in
conjunction with Grupo Cifra. Dillard will have a 50% stake in the venture, while Wal-Mart/
Cifra will own the other 50%. Under the agreement, the three companies will own the Mexican
department stores, which are patterned after 231 Dillard stores in the US. The first store in Mexico
is expected to open in late 1995 in Monterrey. Under the agreement, Dillard will be in charge of the
day-to-day operation of the stores, while Wal-Mart and Cifra will assume responsibility for logistics,
recruitment, and technology- related matters. A day before the Dillard agreement was reached, Wal-
Mart announced plans to open an export-distribution center in Tucson, Arizona, to stock discount
stores in Mexico, owned jointly with Cifra.
Meantime, two of Mexico's largest steel producers have finalized agreements with US counterparts
to operate new facilities in Mexico. The agreements were reached earlier this year, but were
only now formalized. Grupo Hylsamex, the steel production subsidiary of the giant business
conglomerate Grupo Alfa, completed an agreement with Ohio-based Worthington Industries to
form the company Acerex, in a joint-venture that was first announced in early May (see SourceMex,
05/11/94). In providing further details on the operation, Hylsamex said the Acerex plant, which
will be located in Monterrey, will process and market flat steel for use in automobiles, electric
appliances, pipes, storage tanks, electric motors, and other products.
The two companies invested about US$24 million for the Monterrey plant, which is expected to
start operations by the middle of 1995, producing an average of 240,000 metric tons of steel per year.
Similarly, executives for Altos Hornos de Mexico (AHMSA) and Inland Steel Industries formalized
their plan to create Ryerson de Mexico, in an agreement first announced in June. The company,
which will be headquartered in Monterrey, will produce steel and stainless steel products, non-
ferrous metals, and industrial plastic. Ryerson de Mexico plans to operate 19 offices and distribution
centers throughout the country.
Finally, the US company Electricar also announced a joint venture with Grupo Industrial Casa
to manufacture electrically powered buses and other industrial vehicles. The two companies will
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actually form two separate joint ventures: one in the US to handle sales in the US and Canada, and
another in Mexico to cover the Mexican and Latin American market.
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